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Open Rights Group briefing on the National Fraud Initiative data matching powersconsultation proposals

The UK Government has published proposals to extend the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) datamatching powers - Consultation on the expansion of the National Fraud Initiative Data MatchingPowers and new Code of Data Matching Practice1 - which sets out a range of proposals thatwould dramatically expand data sharing powers in the public sector.
Of particular concern is the extension of data matching powers to allow police to use the servicefor the detection and prevention of any crime, without any restraints on what information theycan request to ensure this is necessary and proportionate such as independent authorisation.
This briefing identifies the issue, provides context and summarises Open Rights Group’s (ORG)main concerns about the proposals.
ORG has written to the Head of the NFI and the Minister for the Cabinet Office expressingconcerns about how the proposals are likely to impact migrants specifically:

 The lack of sufficient safeguards
 The volume of data being shared about migrants that could lead to abusive behaviourfrom authorities
 The extension of the powers for crime and offenders, expanding the capacity of police tocollate information from public and private bodies

Introduction
The Cabinet Office’s National Fraud Initiative (NFI) has published deeply worrying proposalsto expand data matching which are likely to disproportionately intrude on fundamentalrights. Last month, Open Rights Group (ORG) along with other privacy advocates and migrants’rights groups wrote to the NFI to express our concerns about the proposals.2 We expressedconcerns regarding the measures proposed and also the length of time given for differentstakeholders to respond to the consultation. We felt it was insufficient given the expandedscope of these powers. We believe that the proposals as they currently stand are likely toimpact the data protection rights of vulnerable and marginalised groups specifically migrantsnegatively and disproportionately, but also should concern anyone worried about due processand potentially excessive police powers.
What is the NFI?
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The NFI is ‘an exercise that matches electronic data within and between public and privatesector bodies to prevent and detect fraud’.3 It is managed by the Cabinet Office.
Issue
At present, the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) collects more than 20 data types, over 8000datasets, which is over 300 million data records from 1300 participant organisations.4 Examplesof datasets collected include: public sector payroll, housing benefit, social housing waiting lists,parking permits, council tax, local authority pension payments, electoral register, right to buy,public sector housing.5 This massive data exercise at present is limited to combatting fraud. Theproposals will change this in some really concerning ways.
Migration groups should be very concerned because the existing data sharing already involveschecks on migration status and sharing of data with the Home Office. Hundreds of Tier 1migrants have been denied indefinite leave to remain (ILR) after being accused of deceptivebehaviour due to minor tax discrepancies and clerical errors,6 under paragraph 322(5) of theimmigration rules.7 According to immigration specialist lawyers, these cases are “are amongstthe most challenging to win”.8 Expanding this regime to all the other purposes will mean a lotmore data being shared about migrants and new opportunities for abusive behaviour fromauthorities.
People concerned about the administration of justice should be concerned that such a widepower is to be granted to the police. The potential for inappropriate usage, targeting ofindividuals or groups, is vastly expanded.
This is exacerbated by the lack of external oversight for requests. Police are granted, in effect, ablanket power to gain any information currently collected for fraud investigations, withoutneeding to gain permission. For phone data, for instance, the police must seek an externalpermission from the Office of Communications Data Authorisations.
The proposals are part of the Government’s ‘Consultation on the expansion of the NationalFraud Initiative Data Matching Powers and new Code of Data Matching Practice.’ The powerswould be introduced by ministers through secondary legislation in an affirmative statutoryinstrument (SI) and both House of Parliament have to approve them. It’s important to note thatsimilar initiatives in the past have been soundly rejected by both Parliament and public opinion.The Government is consulting on its proposals, so you can have your say on whether the NFIshould widen the data matching powers to assist with the:

 prevention and detection of crime (other than fraud); apprehension and prosecution of offenders; prevention and detection of errors and inaccuracies; and recovery of debt owing to public bodies
In addition, responses are also being sought to the following questions:

 Do you want to raise any particular equality related issues in relation to this proposal? Do you have any views on the updates to the Code of Data Matching Practice?
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 Do you have any views on the proposals to extend the data matching purposes withrespect to data protection?

Background
The Government claims that the proposals will increase efficiency and improve the use of datain the process of government. It is difficult not to consider the proposals in the wider context ofthe Government’s stated desire to increase the collection and sharing personal data and whatthis means for privacy, civil rights and civil liberties. We’ve already seen the Government pursuedata-sharing practices for immigration enforcement.
According to the Royal Society:
‘Since 1999, the topic of Government data sharing alone has, wholly or partly, been the subjectof: three Government reports, an independent review, an ‘open policymaking’ process and apublic consultation, two white papers, three acts, two codes of practice, and has provoked, inpart at least, the creation of the Government Digital Service.’9
This has intensified during the pandemic and the UK government has been described aswanting ‘pandemic levels of data sharing to be the new normal.’10 Nowhere was the desire forincreased data sharing more evident than in the National Data Strategy launched last year. TheGovernment has been extremely keen to explain what benefits will be reaped by businesses,government and organisations by accelerating data sharing. However, it has been less keento address the risks that this poses and detail what safeguards it would put in place to mitigateagainst these.

Main concerns
These are some of the issues raised by these new powers:
Unchecked increase in police powers
The most problematic issue in the proposals is the extension of the powers for crime andoffenders, expanding the capacity of police to collate information from public and private bodies.This is tantamount to providing a “search engine” service for police. As explained in theconsultation document: “The police (may want to) find offenders more efficiently than is currentlythe case… ( and could) use the NFI data matching to help locate a person's address oremployment details as part of their criminal investigations. This would be seen as a part of theirintelligence gathering processes.”
“The NFI offers police forces a more effective way of searching locally held records frommultiple organisations simultaneously. Currently, individual requests are made to separate localauthorities/government departments using written data protection exemption requests.”
Chris Pounder, a specialist in information law, has explained that this means the Cabinet Office“brazenly calls for the undermining of fundamental protections for data subjects” because thesedata protection exemption requests contain a balancing exercise where the rights of the personinvolved, including to know whether their data has been shared,11 are curtailed on an



exceptional basis for dealing with crime. The proposed “more effective” mechanism would tipthat balance unfairly in favour of the police.
Private sector identity service
Over the past decade there have been many debates over the creation of identity regimes in theUK, from the failed introduction of ID cards to the Verify system. The proposals appear to sideline these debates by creating a system where private organisations can buy access to the NFItools, now expanded to a broad range of purposes, including correcting errors in datasets.Credit reference agencies are only one of the sectors involved, but there is not statutory limit onwho can be given access, which is under the discretion of the Cabinet Office, and with aneconomic incentive to earn more fees.
As Chris Pounder explains: ’For a few thousand pounds, such employers can demonstrate tothe immigration authorities that they have expended every effort not to employ persons whocannot work in the UK.”
This kind of development requires extensive debate and should not be introduced through astatuary instrument with a few weeks’ notice.
Data rights and privacy
The proposals do not provide sufficient safeguards to protect the right to privacy.
As Chris Pounder explains, the consultation conflates mandatory and voluntary data sharing,but the data protection regime is very different in those cases. For example, there is a right toopt-out of voluntary sharing, which is not explained or discussed anywhere in theconsultation document or any other NFI privacy documents.
The responsibilities of the Cabinet Office vs the participant organisations are not clearly defined,making it more difficult for individuals to exercise their rights.
More importantly, mandatory data sharing will involve several exemptions to the subject rights:
“2.16.3.Individuals’ subject access rights may be limited as a consequence of exemptions fromdata protection legislation. This determination should be made on a case by case basis by theorganisation in receipt of the request for information. This means that individuals may, in somecases, be refused full access to information about them that has been processed in datamatching exercises.”
Pounder explains that because the regime “can negate most of the data subject rights as wellas well as the first two Principles in Article 5 (GDPR)… compliance with the UK’s data protectionregime is touted in the consultation documents as a safeguard, when it is not.” This meansthat ”the main safeguard is Article 8 of the Human Rights Act, yet any analysis of Article 8 isabsent from the Government’s consultation text or Draft Code.”
Stigmatisation and dignity
These new mandatory powers for dealing with errors are a huge expansion of state data-sharing that requires a much broader debate. This is a form of automated profiling, which isrecognised in data protection law to carry higher risks. While fixing errors may seem a goodreason for sharing data this can have negative consequences and be perceived as intrusive,and even when it is for delivering benefits to those who are entitled there are problems withstigmatisation.
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ORG was part of a policy process to increase data sharing in the Digital Economy Act 2016, andthese concerns came up repeatedly. For example, in the sharing of data about free schoolmeals, where stigma was one of the main reasons for lower uptake. The consultation documentmentions free school meals again, despite NFI staff being present in those discussions. Theneed to respect the dignity of those involved, who had the right to avoid benefits if they wanted,was extensively discussed with the Cabinet Office.
ORG’s basic principles at the time were:
“ORG’s minimal criteria are that data sharing agreements should not lead to a widespreadintrusion on people’s privacy; should be proportionate, limited in scope and enshrinefundamental rights; and carry strong safeguards against wilful abuse and unintendedconsequences.”12

Debt and COVID
The government is already openly advocating to create new powers to deal with the expectedlevels of debt owed to government caused by the COVID-19 pandemic “due to COVID fiscalstimulus packages and other emergency response measures (…) and increasing the number ofvulnerable people interacting with government debt recovery processes.”
The proposals focus on being able to trace individuals with outstanding overdue debt and fasttrack the recovery, but also mention possibly helping people manage their debt. Thesediscussions about debt fairness already took place at the time that the Digital Economy Act waspassed and the Cabinet Office admitted that they were wishful thinking because there was nomechanism for government departments to coordinate.
Unclear data retention practices
Chris Pounder has raised issues with the data retention schedules, which in the currentproposals are reduced to three months after the matching exercise. However, as Pounderexplains, the NFI could have access to the data for a longer time if the matching period isincluded. Besides, retaining data after a negative match (the majority of cases) is “contrary toany basic data protection analysis”.
Additionally, providing an ongoing data matching service as described in the documents wouldrequire permanent access to some large critical databases, which means that in practice thepublished schedules for data deletion could mean permanent rolling requests. The governmentshould clarify whether retention schedule rather means update intervals.
Lack of consultation
A review of Hansard shows that there was a limited discussion of these expansive powers butsome concerns were raised:
“It should be stressed that neither the further purposes described nor the additional one arisingfrom this amendment can be a proper purpose of data matching until introduced by regulationfollowing wide consultation. (Lord McKenzie of Luton)”13
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While the Cabinet Office has consulted extensively within government, there has been almostno consultation with citizens or civil society. The new powers were uncovered by Chris Pounder,who raised the alarm.14
Have your say
You can have your say by responding to the Government’s consultation.


